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DAVEN WU (A Taste of Home, page 116)
is a freelance writer who divides his time between London
and Singapore. He has noticed a direct correlation between
the length of time he spends awayfrom Singapore and the
degree of his homesickness for street food. When he's not
battling hunger pangs, he files architecture and interior
design stories for Wallpaper*, while sniffing out lifestyle
trends and new hotel openings for Travel + Leisure.

JAMES MOORE
(Castro-trucks,
page 32)
was raised in New England
and after living in Boston,
Paris and Manhattan, he
currently resides on the coast
of Southern California. He
worked for many years as a
television producer in New
York, before moving to Los
Angeles to establish a public
relations and management
consulting firm. His passion
for food led him to launch his own cooking site,
www.cooklikejames.com. which has a dedicated
following. In his free time, he travels to destinations
around the globe, where he enjoys discovering and
sampling new and exotic culinary delights.

MATTHEW LEE
(Cuisine Xtreme, page 48)

JENNY TAN
(Pride of Prum, page 56 &
The New California, page 60)

is an independent wine journalist who is alwayshunting down interesting wines
and regions around the globe, be it New World or Old World. Fascinated by the
culture, history and art that lie behind each glass of wine, she is on a perpetual
mission to rescue deluded palates from the degenerative habit of reducing wines to
mere points. Making wines relevant to the masses is what she loves most-as can be
seen in her contributions to the weekly Sunday Wine Club column for The Straits
Times. In her free time, she also judges at international wine competitions, such as
in Italy and Austria. She is currently working on launching her wine blog.

is a photographer who would
have tried to be a chef had he
not stumbled on his dad's old
camera. But like any chef worth
his sea salt, Matthew brings the
same exacting principles to
his photography. Light should
be harnessed purposefully to
create a balanced combination
of textures, shapes and
colours. He strongly believes
that nothing will make food
more appealing than fresh
ingredients photographed
with simple doses of creativity.
Matthew's photos have appeared
in Timeout and CNNgo.
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'" Food trucks like Calbi promote their
\. "j;~bOOk and Twitter accounts.

Gastro-

cks

If you want to feel like a true local
when visiting Los Angeles, skip
the traditional sit-down restaurant
and get in line for one of the many
roving restaurants that are fuelling
a demand for novel nosh. James
Moore takes a bite out of the mobile
food vehicle trend.

ack when I lived in ewYork City
in the 90s, whenever anyone sold
anything that "fell off a truck",
it referred to stolen goods. And
a term like "Meals on Wheels"
alwaysco~ured up the image
of volunteers delivering food
packages to the homebound and
needy. Fast forward to 2010 and this term has taken on
a whole new meaning in America. Over the last couple
of years, in Los Angeles, it's become a pervasive trend:
mobile restaurants that feature 'gourmet' menus are all
the rage in South California, with elaborately decorated
trucks popping up all over the neighbourhoods.
Impressed by the diverse crowds gathered in front
of these colourful concessions-office workers, suit and
tie executives, trendy hipsters, and fanny pack laden
tourists can all be found standing in line-I decided
that this trend needed further exploration.
Any unsavoury images associated with food from a
truck (remember nicknames like "roach coach?") were
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gone in a flash, as I sampled a tantalising and succulent
barbecued pork sandwich from the recently launched
Willoughby Road truck. The menus are as diverse
as the trucks themselves, offering everything from
Korean-Mexican fusion fare to architecturally inspired
ice cream sandwiches: nearly every type of cuisine you
could crave is rolling around LA-on a tricked-outtruck.
It doesn't take an economics degree to understand
why this trend is gaining momentum in the city. With
relatively low start-up costs, these food trucks offer
a nice alternative to a motivated entrepreneur. New
trucks can exceed $100,000 depending on the "bells
and whistles"-options include state-of-the-art kitchen>

,
Kabon n Grill truck
features healthy
Mediterranean cuisine.
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could crave is rolling
around LA-on a
tricked-out-truck.

Friendly faces
at the Calbi
truck serve up
fusion tacos and
burritos.

Banh Mi sandwich

from

Nom Nom Truck

equipment, logos, colorful awnings and flat screen TVs
(the Greasy Wiener truck screens their own films. There
are, however, plenty of used vehicles on the market for
as little as $30,000; compare that to the cost of a bricks
and mortar venture, and it's not hard to see the appeal.
When asked about the ever increasing number
of vendors, vice president of the Southern California
Mobile Food Vendors Association (SoCaIMFVA)Matt
Geller likened it to the "dot-com" boom, adding that
"rapid growth is common with any industry that shows
this much early success". He said: "Last year this time,
there were about 15 trucks in the Los Angeles area. Now
there are over 70, with more trucks hitting the streets as
fast as the health department will approve them."
TWITTER FOR FOOD
Once the trucks are painted, equipped, and ready to
roll, the next challenge is to cultivate a 'following'literally. Consumers seem to be incredibly loyal to
their favourite food vendors and are willing to track
them online. Twitter has become critical to the success
of many of the popular mobile food operators. New
entrants like IndiaJones Chow Truck, Surf Taco, Calbi
BBQ, Vesuvio, and Greasy Wiener all rely on Twitter
as part of their marketing efforts. They "tweet" out the
ever changing locations of their trucks and many even
entice loyal supporters by luring them with information
regarding menu items, specials and giveawaysthat are
disclosed only to those following their Twitter feed.
One new vendor, Nana Queens, said that she
started to build a following before the truck even
hit the streets, with about 700 local followers eagerly
anticipating her first day on the street. But not everyone

has had the same results. A husband and wife team
who got into the business about 12 weeks ago said
that they are still struggling to break even, and haven't
found that "jackpot location".
I decided to roam Los Angeles on a recent sunny
afternoon on a mobile food vendor "tasting tour" to
check out just what, exactly, was driving such dedicated
followers to these rolling restaurants. I headed first to
LA's Miracle Mile in the mid Wilshire region-one of
the city's more affluent and densely populated areas,
and home to several museums and commercial highrises-a dependable spot for sampling the goods from
these gastro-trucks.
GREEN TRUCK
On a phone call with co-owner Kam Miceli and former
Wall Street entrepreneur, he reminded me that Green
Truck probably "started the mobile food truck trend
on Miracle Mile". He and business partner Mitchell
Collier, who grew up on an organic farm in Florida,
have watched more and more trucks line the street that
they once headlined as a solo act back in mid 2007. The
trucks which operate in various locations around LA are
fuelled by used vegetable oil and biodiesel, stocked with
locally grown, 100 percent certified organic ingredients,
biodegradable containers and utensils. They serve local,
certified-organic vegetable salads, line-caught Wild
Planet mercury-free tuna tacos, grass fed beef burgers,
and their signature 'Mother Trucker' vegan burgers,
which caters more to "L.A.'s healthy and eco-conscious
eaters". http://twitter. com/Green_Truck
NANAQUEENS
As I continued to walk down Wilshire, I spotted a
pristine looking pink and yellow truck that looked very

The Original Greasy
Weiner is loaded
with sauteed onions,
mustard and pickles.
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inviting. Owner
Janel Prator, who
was at the helm,
shared that it was
just her second
day on the road,
which explained the shiny glow of her truck. Proudly
announcing that business so far had been "fantastic", it
was easy to see the appeal. Nana Queens offers chicken
wings in six flavours: hot, mild, lemon pepper, green
onion ranch, barbecue and teriyaki, but Janel's real
specialty is "puddin," which comes in ten delicious
flavors, including Nutter Butter cookie, Sweet Potato
Praline, and Gingersnap. I opted for the Original,
which was a real sugar rush delivered on a rich creamy
cloud of vanilla pudding and served with wafer cookies,
real whipped cream and lots of freshly sliced bananas.
http://twitter. com/NanaQueens

KOGITRUCK
Born from the late-night hunger cravings of founders
Mark Manguera, Caroline Shin-Manguera and chef
Roy Choi, the Kogi truck is now a travelling Los Angeles
landmark that serves up Korean-Mexican tacos, day
and night. Kogi, with four trucks operating and an
exploding customer base (60,000 and counting), seems
to be the "model" for other food vendors, Under the
di rection of chef Roy Choi (better known as "Papi"),

Kogi boasts a menu that combines his Korean roots
with his wife's Latin heritage. Spicy pork tacos, kimchi
quesadillas and short rib sliders satisfy the hunger of
Angelenos who seek gourmet food at a budget price. I
sampled the short-rib taco-well seasoned in a savoury
and sweet soy based marinade-it lived up to the hype,
proving to be incredibly tender and juicy.
http://twitter.com/kogibbq

NOM NOM TRUCK
Launched last August, Nom Nom's colourful green
truck serves banh mi, or Vietnamese sandwiches, anq.
other Vietnamese-inspired dishes such as Lemongrass
Chicken tacos to a dedicated following, primarily in
West Los Angeles, I found them on Venice's popular
Abbot Kinney Boulevard and tried their popular 12inch BBQ Pork Banh Mi. Packed with vibrant flavours
and served on incredibly fresh baguette, this sandwich
includes tender barbecued pork, sliced cucumbers,
sweet pickled slivers of carrot and diakon, jalapenos,
and fresh cilantro. Menu development and quality
control are in the capable hands of co-owner Jennifer
Green. Born and raised in a slow-cooking Vietnamese
kitchen in Southern California, and influenced by the
culinary skills of her mother and aunts as well as trips to
Vietnam, Green's commitment to authentic Vietnamese
cuisine can be tasted in every bite of Nom Nom's
flavourful sandwiches. http://twitter.com/nomnomtruck
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